FOOTBALL ANALOGY
USE CASE

Oracle Digital: Value and ecosystems
It’s a hot day as the football season kicks off. And as the excitement
builds, so does the temperature in the stadium.
Manchester United fan, Mark, is looking forward to seeing Bastian
Schweinsteiger make his debut.
Mark doesn’t want to be slowed down by crowds and queues, he
wants to focus on the game and have the best experience possible.
So what could his day look like with Oracle Digital?

Oracle Digital: Makes sense of place
Contacts
Hey, your colleague Ella is in seat
223. Would you like to connect?

Start chat

Close
View seat

Location facilities
You’re right next to Exit 11.
Nearest facilities are here and
aren’t busy right now.

Close
View route

SEATING ENTRANCES
Venue update
It’s getting crowded at Exit 11.
Take Exit 12 for an easier route.

Event information
Click to find out more about
Man U’s team heritage and
watch an interview with
Bastian Schweinsteiger.

Close
View route

Close
View info
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Connected objects help
Mark understand his
proximity to nearby places,
people and things. He
is automatically alerted
to real-world conditions
and can scan objects to
discover value-add data.
A digital overlay provides a
richer experience and helps
Mark navigate his way
around quickly and safely.

Ticketing services
Welcome Mark, your seat
location is here.

Close

Oracle Digital: Powers intelligent experiences
Mark subscribes to mobile
apps and allows his data
to be shared by trusted
brands. This makes tasks
quick and frictionless –
whilst delivering contextaware services that use
different types of data on
his preferences, location
and habits.

Event data
Switch on match data and
player profiles?
Bastian Schweinsteiger, age 30,
weight 79kg, height 1.84m.

Close
Show data

Remote control: Home
Home air conditioning will
activate when you leave
the stadium.

Travel centre
Traffic alerts show your bus
route home is congested.
Look for an alternative?

Mark can also stay in
control of the things that
matter to him, wherever
he is. He can connect
with his home or see at-aglance statistics relating
to his health, financial and
lifestyle choices.

Ticketing services
Jump the queue with your
e-ticket, just scan your phone
for entry.

Health centre
It’s 28 degrees today. Your
temperature and resting BPM
is higher than usual. Be sure to
drink plenty of water.

Close
View stats

Close
View ticket

Close
Search

Cancel
Confirm

Oracle Digital: Lets businesses exchange value
in new ecosystems
By pooling data relating
to Mark and his context,
brands can pinpoint
product placement and
communicate in real-time
with hyper-personalised
precision. This nurtures
loyalty and opens up new
scope for cross-industry
business models.

Refreshment: Gulpp!
It’s 28 degrees today. Stay cool
with a large drink and get one
free. It’s low-sugar and within
your calorie daily limit.

Refreshment: Butlers
Hey Mark, beat the crowds
and order ahead. We’ll even
deliver to your seat if you
sign up for our loyalty e-card.

Close

Close
Sign up

View deal

Shopping: Shooz
Schweinsteiger wears the
Nike CR7 Collection. Click to
try & buy from our pop-up shop
near Exit 11.

Leisure: Bet-First
Will Schweinsteiger score
the first goal of the match?
30 minutes to place your bet.

Close
Try & buy

Travel centre
There’s an Uber driver 500m
away, 5-star rated – connect?

Close
Connect

Entertainment: TV Direct
Sign up to Premiership
Direct for instant playback
of Schweinsteiger’s goal
plus a personal fitness
tracker from FitBit.

Close
Sign up

Close
Place bet

Oracle Digital: Helps businesses
work smarter and safer
Real-time data from
sensors, machines and
social networks help the
stadium operator achieve
safe and cost-efficient
conditions.

Security update: Main gate
A crowd is gathering outside
the stadium, increase security
personnel.

Close

Steward update: Exit 11
All stewards at Exit 11: please
re-direct people to Exit 12.

This also supports on-theground employees with
accurate information and
feeds intelligence back to
third party suppliers.

Venue alert: Warning
The temperature near Exit 11 is
too high. Schedule an engineer
within 30 minutes.

Confirm

Close
Confirm

Venue alert: Fault
Sensors detect the air con near
Exit 11 is malfunctioning. Send
report and fix request to supplier.
Venue statistics: Energy
Stadium energy efficiency is
within sustainability target for
today’s match.

Close
Confirm

Close
View stats

Social media: Action required
People are tweeting about the
high temperature. Distribute
free water to Stand B. Estimate
120 bottles.

Close
Confirm

Close
Confirm
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